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The Academy of Art Catches the World’s Attention 
Barbara Walder, Artist and Student with Alfred Darda, Takes Part in the UN Exhibition 

Bad Reichenhall. The 75th anniversary of the United Nations is a reason to celebrate - not only in a 
political sense, but also in the field of art. This is what the artist, curator and promoter Stefan Balog, 
who is the President of the „Inter-Art Foundation“ in Aiud in Romania thought. In the frame of a 
world premier, he invited an artist from each of the 193 UN member states from six continents. In 
Romania, which is the country that is inviting the artists, Balog chose 24 artists out of a multi-
ethnical spectrum. These artists are the ambassadors for a huge exhibition which should take place 
at the UN-Headquarters in New York and at the Palais des Nations in Genova. Because of Corona, 
however, the exhibition can only be visited online at www.interart-art.ro/un2020 with the 
physical exhibition taking place at a later point of time. 

Stefan Balog defined the size of the paintings to be handed in which is 21 x 21 cm. 
Furthermore, he put up the claim that the exhibition would only take place if all the UN member 
states were represented by an artist.  

The challenge worked out well - and this is how Bad Reichenhall became involved: for lots 
of years, Barbara Walder, an artist from Liechtenstein, has taken part in Alfred Darda’s arts classes 
at the Academy of Art in Bad Reichenhall and developed her label from „Barbara’s Bilderkunst“ to 
„Luzena Art“. Her numerous exhibitions in different European capitals also created a connection to 
Romania, where her profoundly philosophical, humanistic and anthroposophical subjects were 
catching the interested visitors’ attraction. The promoter of the UN-exhibition invited her as the 
only ambassador from Liechtenstein to hand in a painting of hers for the Intercontinental Art 
Exhibition „United Nations - symbol of life, freedom and happiness“. He confirmed this invitation 
by sending an official certificate to Liechtenstein - something Barbara Walder was very pleased 
about. „There, a strong feeling of unity came into being,“ Barbara Walder said when speaking with 
the journalist working for the regional newspapers. „We, the artists of the world, are one in this 
work of art which consists of lots of individual parts. This is a strong impulse and contains what 
you might wish for for the UN and for the world. Corona may separate us physically, but inside, a 
close solidarity has come into being.“ 
The Romanian President, Klaus Werner Joannis has taken over the patronage of this exhibition. In 
his welcoming speech published in the catalogue, he wrote that the exhibition is an initiative for 
creating and granting peace. At the same time, it is the expression of the the human mind that is 
able to create unity and harmony.  
Furthermore the exhibition is supported by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Romania and the 
Romanian Culture Institute.  

It is the aim of the exhibition to prove that through art, it is possible to make “a better world, 
one of freedom and coexistence, of cooperation and understanding, and of unity between people, 
nations and cultures,“ as you can read in the press release of the Inter-Art Foundation. Through art, 
the curator of the exhibition, Stefan Balog, wants to connect all the nations of the world with each 
other. The art and the culture of a nation are the best ambassadors for reaching this aim, he wrote. 

http://www.interart-art.ro/un2020


 

 

As a symbol of the friendship between all the nations of the world, a huge puzzle should be created 
- a symbolical gesture and a present given to the UN by Romania in order to appreciate the 75th 
anniversary of the UN by organizing an event which has never taken place before. This exhibition 
with all its individual paintings in the alphabetical order of the different countries is a planetarian 
tribute to the UN and a sign of respect for everything that this organization represents now and has 
already reached in the 75 years of its existence, as Stefan Balog writes in the catalogue. 
The fact that a class member of the Academy of Art in Bad Reichenhall takes part in the exhibition 
is an honour for Bad Reichenhall and proves the high quality of the Academy. 
____________________________ 
Because of Corona, the exhibition can only be visited online at www.inter-art.ro/un2020 at the 
moment. The physical exhibition shall take place at a later point of time. 
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* This multi-layered painting with the symbolical presentation of separation and unity was handed 

in for the international exhibition by Barbara Walder from Liechtenstein. 
 
* Barbara Walder in Alfred Darda’s class. She does not only work with paint, but also with matter.   
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